White Matter Hyperintensities on 1.5 and 3 Tesla Brain MRI in Healthy Individuals
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Abstract

Background: White matter hyperintensities (WMH) on T2-weighted magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) are frequent incidental findings in brains of asymptomatic healthy individuals (HI). The morphological and spatial distribution of these WMH between standard 1.5T scanners and increasingly available 3T scanners in a large population of HI in clinical routine settings has not been investigated.

Objectives: To investigate the effect of changing from a 1.5T to a 3T MRI scanner on the number, volume and spatial distribution of WMH on brain MRI in a population of clinically HI.

Materials and Methods: Fifty-three (53) HI were examined using T2 weighted sequences on both 1.5T and 3T within one week in a random order. The WMH were outlined semi-automatically by two blinded operators. Number and volume of WMH were calculated. Spatial lesion distribution was assessed using WMH probability maps (WMHPM). Paired-wise analysis examined the proportion of WMH not found on 1.5T and/or 3T. A posteriori unblinded analysis was conducted to examine the non-overlapping identifications of WMH between the 1.5T and 3T.

Results: For paired-wise WMH analysis, 3T showed significantly higher WMH number and individual volume compared to 1.5T (p<0.001). Logistic regression analysis showed that likelihood of missing WMH on 1.5T was significantly higher for smaller WMH. WMHPM revealed spatial WMH differences on 3T compared to 1.5T, with WMH more pronounced in the occipital regions with higher field strength.

Conclusion: This study showed that use of higher magnetic field strength identified more WMH in healthy subjects with respect to both morphological and spatial characteristics. These WMH do not necessarily represent pathology; however, these findings should be taken into account in lesion segmentation on a 3T MRI and might suggest the use of universally accepted guidelines for lesions’ segmentation on higher magnetic field, especially when it is executed by different operators and/or centers.
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1 Introduction
The widespread availability of magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) has resulted in an increased recognition of white matter hyperintensities (WMH) on T2 weighted image (WI) MRI scans as common incidental findings in brains of clinically healthy individuals (HI) [1-5]. Studies have found increased prevalence of WMH with an increasing age, and incidental WMH were seen as early as middle age and even in young adults [3, 6].

Research over the past decade has been somewhat controversial about the clinical impact of these WMH in the general population. It has been found that WMH are associated with physical disability, cognitive deficits [7, 8], gait abnormality [9], and psychiatric disorders such as depression [10].

As high-field MRI systems that offer superior image quality become increasingly available in clinical routine care [11, 12], it is important to understand to what extent the higher magnetic strength may influence the detection rate of WMH in clinically HI and whether it could provide new clinical and neuropathological meanings. Higher strength fields have shown to detect more T2 hyperintense lesions in comparison to lower strength field, in pathologies such as clinically defined MS [11-15], clinically isolated syndrome [16] partial epilepsy of uncertain focus [17] and cerebral microbeeds [18]. Recently, an increased detection rate of WMH on 3T scans was preliminarily shown in a small sample of HI [19].

Past studies have used voxel-wise techniques to compare WMH distributions across populations in statistical terms in different diseases [1, 20-22], and the resulting statistical (non) parametric maps and WMH probability maps (WMHPMs) have been shown to be powerful tools for studying in vivo T2 WMH distribution. To the best of our knowledge, the effect of changing from a 1.5T to a 3T MRI on the number, volume and spatial distribution of WMH on brain MRI in a large and broad age sample of clinically HI has not been previously investigated using WMH paired- and voxel-wise fully-automated comparison procedures. We hypothesized that use of 3T MRI would be superior to 1.5 T in the detection of WMH.

2 Methods

2.1 Study population
Our study consisted of 53 HI. The subjects were included if they had a normal MRI health screening questionnaire, and normal standard medical and neurological examination. For a brief assessment of cognitive function we conducted screening with the Mini Mental State Examination (MMSE) [23] and the Symbol Digit Modality Test (SDMT) [24]. Exclusion criteria included a history of neurological or psychiatric disorders (including traumatic brain injury with loss of consciousness > 5 min), abnormal MMSE and SDMT exams, presence of vascular risk factors (cardiovascular and cerebrovascular) and history of alcohol abuse. The following vascular risk factors were considered: current smoking, hypertension, diabetes mellitus, hypercholesterolemia, angina/myocardial infarct, atrial fibrillation, TIA/stroke, peripheral vascular disease and use of medications for hypertension, diabetes mellitus, hypercholesterolemia and anxiety/depression. The study was approved by an internal Institutional Review Board and written informed consent was obtained from all participating subjects.

2.2 MRI examination
All subjects were examined on both 1.5T and 3T scanners within one week. The order in which subjects were scanned in the two machines was randomized. All scans were performed on a 3T GE Signa Excite HD 12.0 Twin Speed 8-channel
scanner (General Electric, Milwaukee, WI) and on a 1.5T GE Signa Excite HD 12.0 Echospeed 8-channel scanner (General Electric, Milwaukee, WI). The maximum slew rate and maximum gradient amplitudes in each orthogonal plane for the 3T scanner were 150T/m/s and 50mT/m (zoom mode), and for the 1.5T scanner 120T/m/s and 33mT/m. A multi-channel head and neck (HDNV) coil manufactured by GE (General Electric, Milwaukee, WI) on 3T and a multi-channel HDNV coil manufactured by Medrad (Medrad, Pittsburgh, PA) on 1.5T were used to acquire the following sequences: multi-planar dual fast spin-echo (FSE) proton density (PD) and T2-weighted image (WI), Fluid-Attenuated Inversion-Recovery (FLAIR) and spin echo (SE) T1-WI.

Due to hardware differences and different spin relaxation properties at the two field strengths, the sequences were not perfectly identical on the two scanners. Nevertheless, sequences were optimized as much as possible to obtain similar T1 and T2 contrast on both scanners. An important aspect of the study, potentially affecting the WMH detection between the two scanners, was the slightly higher spatial resolution used on the 3T compared to 1.5T (approx. 15% smaller voxels at 3T compared to 1.5T). As our primary goal was to determine the real-world impact of switching from 1.5T to 3T in clinical practice, we created imaging protocols that we believe were “optimal” at each field strength. While most sequences at 1.5T are limited to a 256×192 matrix by the low SNR in a clinical scanning set-up (limited scan time), our initial protocol development experiments showed that it would be beneficial to increase resolution when going to 3T in order to detect more WMH, as we believe that keeping the same resolution between the two scanners would not be the most efficient (or most common) way to increase WMH detection power on 3T. Nevertheless, in order to investigate how the differing spatial resolution between the two field strengths might have affected our study results, we scanned two volunteers on the 3T scanner using two different choices of acquisition matrices and FOVs (the matrix/FOV used for 3T acquisitions and the matrix/FOV used for 1.5T, the rest of the parameters remained the same). WMH measurements were conducted by two blinded neuroradiologists and negligible differences in their volumes were demonstrated. A summary of scanning parameters is shown in Table 1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>SE-T1</th>
<th>FLAIR</th>
<th>FSE PD/T2-WI</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3T</td>
<td>1.5T</td>
<td>3T</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Matrix (256×256)</td>
<td>256×256</td>
<td>256×192</td>
<td>256×256</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FOV (cm)</td>
<td>25.6</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TE (ms)</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>120</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TR (ms)</td>
<td>600</td>
<td>450</td>
<td>8500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ETL</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AT (min, sec)</td>
<td>4.07</td>
<td>6.40</td>
<td>4.16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Slices</td>
<td>47</td>
<td>46</td>
<td>46</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thicks (mm)</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gap</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Averages</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TI (ms)</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>2100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Flip</td>
<td>90</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Angle (degrees)</td>
<td>244</td>
<td>163</td>
<td>217</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note. FOV: field of view; TE: echo time; TR: repetition time; ETL: echo train length; AT: acquisition time; TI: inversion time; FSE PD: fast spin-echo proton density; T2-WI: T2-weighted image; FLAIR: Fluid-Attenuated Inversion-Recovery; SE-T1-WI: spin echo T1-WI

An effort was made to maintain identical scanning conditions between both fields of strength, including use of the same head-supporting devices in order to match head position, as well as the same degree of inclination and table-head-magnet distance. The two scanners were located in the same building, on the same floor, across from one another, in identical humidity and temperature conditions. During the time of the study, monthly quality assurance sessions were carried out on the scanners and no major hardware upgrades were implemented.
2.3 MR data analysis

WMH volume analysis
WMH were detected on FLAIR images, using PD/T2-WI and T1-WI to increase confidence in lesion detection. All WMH detection was performed independently on both 1.5T and 3T images by two operators blinded to scan identity and field strength. Discrepancies in WMH classification were resolved by mutual agreement. The Cohen’s kappa statistics were obtained to quantify the level of intra- and inter-rater agreement between 1.5T and 3T scanners. The inter-rater agreement was 0.808 (SD 0.01) for 1.5T and 0.807 (SD 0.02) for 3T, whereas the intra-rater agreement was 0.851 (SD 0.06) for 1.5T and 0.853 (0.07) for 3T.

A highly reproducible semi-automated local thresholding technique for lesion segmentation, as previously described, was used for outlining of WMH[25]. The WMH were defined as FLAIR abnormal hyperintensities in normal appearing brain tissue, per experienced neuroradiologists; any artifact or normal findings such as septal hyperintensity, corticospinal tract hyperintensity and ventriculare CSF flow artifacts were carefully excluded.

We decided not to make a distinction between periventricular WMH and deep WMH, as their possible different clinical and neuropathological impact has been largely questioned [20, 26-28].

Small caps and pencil-thin rims were not considered as WMH for this analysis. Periventricular “rims” and frontal and occipital “caps” were taken into the analysis only if extended [6].

Paired-wise WMH analysis
To avoid biasing the results by resampling data from one scanner and not the other, both 1.5 and 3T images were resampled into a common halfway space on a subject-by-subject basis. To accomplish this, we used FSL’s FLIRT utility [29], allowing 6 degrees of freedom for the transformation.

For each subject, 3D clusters were formed from the union of the binary WMH masks. A table was formed relating each cluster to the corresponding values of WMH size (calculated as a sum of voxels times the voxels' size in mm$^3$) for both the 1.5T and 3T scans. In the event that a cluster was created only from the mask of one of the scans, the WMH size of the "missing" WMH was reported as zero. The number of WMH found on the 3T scanner and not the 1.5T scanner was calculated by subtracting the number of clusters with a size of zero on the 1.5T scanner from the total number of clusters.

Voxel-Wise Analysis (WMH probability map - WMHPM)
To evaluate and quantify the spatial component of WMH differences between 1.5T and 3T scanners, we used a voxel-wise statistical non-parametric mapping technique similar to voxel-based morphometry [30]. First, we co-registered all FLAIR images to the Montreal Neurological Institute standard-space image (MNI152 template) using a 12-parameter affine model via FMRIB’s FLIRT [29] linear registration tool. The resulting transformation matrices were then applied to the corresponding WMH mask images to bring these into a standard space. All registrations were checked visually to exclude alignment failures. WMH mask images in standard space were then smoothed using a Gaussian kernel with a standard deviation of 4mm (equivalent to an FWHM of approximately 9.42mm).

These standard-space masks were then statistically compared on a voxel-wise basis using a mass-univariate permutation technique (FMRIB’s randomise utility) [31]. The non-parametric equivalent of a paired t-test was performed at each voxel, with the pairs being within-subject 1.5T and 3T lesion masks. To correct for multiple comparisons while accounting for the underlying smoothness of the data, we employed the Threshold-Free Cluster Enhancement (TFCE) technique [32]. This approach is an alternative to standard cluster-based methods which suffer from the need for specification of an arbitrary cluster-forming threshold. From this analysis, we obtained a voxel-wise map of those areas differing significantly ($p < 0.05$ corrected) in the presence of WMH between 1.5 and 3T.
A posteriori unblinded analysis of non-concordant areas

Additional analysis was conducted to examine the potential a-posteriori concordance of all a-priori non-concordant (non-overlapping) WMH between the 1.5T and 3T scanners. After excluding all overlapping WMH between the 1.5T and 3T scanners in the paired-wise analysis, the remaining WMH detected only on 1.5T and 3T were compared side by side in an unblinded manner. If recognized as concordant, the previously undetected WMH were contoured with full information from the other image. An inter-scanner comparison was then performed, calculating the number and percentage of these newly assigned WMH.

2.4 General statistics

Statistical analysis was performed using the Statistical Package for the Social Science (SPSS, version 16.0, Chicago, IL). Values of MR measures (WMH volume, number and individual volume) were compared between 1.5T and 3T using the non-parametric Wilcoxon-Signed rank test or Mann-Whitney U-test, as appropriate. A Chi-Square test was used to compare the frequencies of WMH found in 1.5T to the ones in 3T. Data were considered significant at the $p < 0.05$ level.

Pair-wise and a-posteriori non-concordant WMH analyses were performed using in-house software written in MatLab (The MathWorks, Inc., Natick, MA). Logistic regression was used to predict whether WMH would be missed on 1.5T, based on the individual volume of the WMH. Voxel-wise analysis was conducted directly on the images, as described above.

3 Results

Demographic characteristics

The study included 53 HC (sex: 36 females, 17 males; age in years: mean 39.4, median 39, range 18-63). The mean MMSE was 29.2 (SD 0.8) and the mean SDMT was 64.2 (SD 6.5).

Total WMH volume per subject based differences between 1.5T and 3T

Total WMH volume was significantly higher ($p<0.001$) on 3T compared to 1.5T. Total WMH mean volume on 1.5T was 155.3 mm$^3$, (SD 190mm$^3$, median 68.5 mm$^3$, min 0 mm$^3$, max 752.6 mm$^3$), whereas total WMH mean volume on 3T was 523.7 mm$^3$, (SD 546.5 mm$^3$, median 374.4 mm$^3$, min 0 mm$^3$, max 2460mm$^3$).

WMH pair-wise number and individual volume differences between 1.5T and 3T

The relative figures for WMH pair-wise number and individual volume per WMH differences between 1.5T and 3T are shown in Table 2. This Table provides information about the number and individual volume of WMH detected only on 1.5T or only on 3T, and those detected in common on both scanners. A significantly greater number of WMH was found on 3T compared to 1.5T ($p<0.001$). WMH individual volume was also significantly higher on 3T ($p<0.001$), compared to 1.5T. A scatter plot of WMH volumes on 1.5T and 3T is shown in Figure 1.

Table 2. Number and individual volume of white-matter hyperintensities in healthy individuals.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Number of WMH</th>
<th>Individual volume of WMH in mm$^3$ mean (SD)</th>
<th>median (min-max)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Detected only on 1.5T</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>29.9 (32.5)</td>
<td>21.1 (2.6-137.1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Detected only on 3T</td>
<td>173</td>
<td>79.6 (131.2)</td>
<td>36.9 (2.6-1057.4)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Detected on both scanners (in common)</td>
<td>72</td>
<td>88.2 (68.7)</td>
<td>69.8 (5.2-332.2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.5T</td>
<td></td>
<td>198.1 (194.7)</td>
<td>152.9 (5.2-1017.8)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3T</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note. WMH: White matter hyperintensities, SD: standard deviation, min: minimum value, max: maximum value, T: Tesla.
Since the individual WMH volume differed between the 1.5T and 3T scans, the maximum individual volume on either scan was considered as the best estimate of true WMH individual volume. Individual WMH volume was a significant predictor ($p<0.001$) of whether WMH would be depicted on 1.5T, with smaller WMH being more likely to be missed on 1.5T. For every 100 mm$^3$ decrease in individual volume, the odds of being missed on 1.5T increased by 34%.

**Voxel-wise size WMH differences between 1.5 T and 3T**

The voxel-wise analysis of WMH distribution showed significant differences in the prevalence of WMH in numerous areas of the brain. Most notably, the prevalence of WMH was significantly higher on 3T than on 1.5T in the occipital lobes and in the frontal horns (see Figure 2).

**A posteriori non-concordant unblinded analysis**

Of all WMH, 173 were originally found only on 3T images; of these, 45 (26%) were later also assigned to the 1.5T scans based on side-by-side comparison. In contrast, of 25 WMH originally found only on the 1.5T image, all of them (100%) were later assigned to 3T scans based on a side-by-side comparison of the scans. The number of WMH assigned a posteriori to the 3T scanner was significantly higher ($p<0.001$, see Figure 3).
Figure 3. Examples of comparison of WMH in HC between 1.5T FLAIR (on the left) and 3T FLAIR (on the right). At higher field strength, WMH appear to be more evident.

4 Discussion

Our study showed that the use of higher magnetic field strength in HI resulted in the identification of more WMH regarding both morphological and spatial characteristics.

Presence of WMH reflects damage in the WM with increased water content and degeneration of macromolecular structures, resulting in a change to the tissue’s relaxation times and, as a consequence of this, they appear as high intensity signals on T2-weighted scans such as FLAIR MRI sequence. Still, despite a uniform appearance on MRI, radiologic-pathologic studies have demonstrated that WMH are histologically heterogeneous [33, 34]. The most important and consistent risk factor for WMH appeared to be age [35], while other suggested risk factors included elevated systolic blood pressure [4], aortic atherosclerosis [36], atrial fibrillation [37] and heart failure [38].

An increased interest in detecting WMH is to some extent a product of technological improvement. In the early seventies, the use of computed tomography (CT) detected hypointense areas in the brain corresponding to WM changes (termed “Binsvanger’s disease”) which were previously only detected post-mortem. The introduction of MRI led to the detection of T2 hyperintense lesions that were undetectable using CT scans in both diseased and asymptomatic subjects [39]. Recently, several MRI studies have focused on unselected healthy populations and have concluded that WMH are common incidental findings not only in the brains of elderly subjects [1, 3, 40] but also in the middle-aged [6, 41] and the young HI [42].

Due to the impact of the increasing availability of high-field strength, it has now become very important to understand whether and to what extent the use of these higher fields can influence the detection of WMH in HI. Higher strength fields have been shown to detect more WMH in diseased individuals such as MS patients [11-15] and recently in HI [19] concluding that discrete and diffuse parenchymal brain white matter FLAIR hyperintensities are more common and prominent at 3T than at 1.5T in HI.

To the best of our knowledge, this is the first study to assess morphological and spatial WMH differences in a large HI population using both 1.5T and 3T by applying fully automated paired and voxel-wise quantitative comparison methods. We found that for pair-wise per WMH number and individual volume analyses, based on all WMH detected either on 1.5T or 3T, 3T showed a 54.7% increase in the number of WMH and 4 times higher WMH individual volume compared to 1.5T. The voxel-wise analysis demonstrated that the increased detection of WMH was not spatially homogeneous – i.e., it was more likely to see increased WMH in specific areas such as the frontal and occipital periventricular regions, possibly as...
these areas are notably more susceptible to vascular hypoperfusion [43]. Our findings thus confirm that 3T field strength offers the opportunity to examine WM hyperintensities in greater detail than 1.5T even in a clinically healthy and young population.

Some of the robust aspects of this study are the relatively large size of the population, the careful screening of our healthy population, the short period of time between scans, the effort made to establish identical scanning conditions between both scanners, the randomized scanner order per subject and the blinded analysis of the MRI scans. In comparison to previous studies, this is the first to evaluate paired differences in individual volume and distribution of brain WMH detected on 1.5T and 3T scanners in a large population of HI. The automated procedures that were applied to both lesion-wise and voxel-wise comparisons assured highly reliable results.

Our findings have several implications for clinical routine. These WMH might not necessarily be interpreted as pathologic findings as they may be seen in a healthy highly screened population, suggesting that they are related to neuronal degenerative processes and detected only on 3T. As an alternative hypothesis, these WMH detected on 3T might indicate preclinical signs of future disabling, but possibly reversible and treatable, pathology and, therefore, should prompt screening for stroke and dementia risk factors [44]. Whether higher WMH number and volume on 3T may actually reflect “real pathology” is thus at the present time still unclear and goes beyond our study, as additional future studies are warranted—including larger cohorts and preferably of longitudinal design—to investigate the pathological nature of these findings. However,

In conclusion, this lesion- and voxel-wise comparison study between 1.5T and 3T scanners in HC provides important information regarding morphological and spatial differences between the two scanner field strengths. High field MRI systems (3T) facilitate the detection of more brain MRI WMH, and the increased detection may not be spatially homogeneous – i.e., it may be more likely to see increased signal abnormalities in specific areas such as the occipital lobes. Such hyperintensities do not necessarily reflect brain pathology or pre-pathology, as future studies are warranted in order to clarify this aspect. However, our findings should be taken into account in all clinical trials based on lesion segmentation on a 3T. Furthermore, they might suggest the need of universally accepted guidelines for lesions’ segmentation on a 3T, especially when executed by different operators and/or clinical centers.
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